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A complete guide about SEO
SEO Course or SEO expanding form is Search Engine Optimization. It’s a set of techniques or methods that
help websites rank higher in search engines without any cost. Ranking by SEO is done organically. If you
are looking to learn about SEO join our Advance SEO Course.
To do this, search engines compile a list of pages on the web and arrange them according to an algorithm.
These algorithms are updated from time to time to provide users with the closest results for their search and
to prevent them from encountering the first spam or tampered text in the list.
There are thousands of factors that search engines rely on to place pages, but there are two main ones:
permissions and relevance.
Relevancy is the relationship that binds a page to a specific search. This means that not only does the page
contain search terms multiple times, but search engines rely on hundreds of factors on the site to determine
this.

What is an Advance SEO Training?
Well, the goal of improving your website’s position in SEO or SEO (like Google) is to increase visibility to get
more traffic. This generally means more sales or more income.
This is the reason why it is so important today because it
is a very accessible and powerful channel to attract
users who can become your readers, subscribers,
customers, etc.
It is true, but it is true that Google increasingly
“understands” what users are searching for, how to find
it, and more and more sites “read” on the Internet to
provide answers to these searches. The technical
aspects of SEO are still fundamental to you.
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When considering the different SEO strategies that can
be implemented, it is worth noting that the purpose is to

display specific keywords or site-related keywords in the best possible position in organic search results—
previously researched and selected.
In short we strive to help users search for and display terms related to our business at the highest level in

In short, we strive to help users search for and display terms related to our business at the highest level in
Google’s search results.

On the other hand, it is important to consider some of the following characteristics of SEO results, so it
should always be kept in mind that they should be expected in the medium and long term.
The number of keywords for a site is limited because it depends on the number of URLs your website
contains. This demonstrates the importance of the first choice of keywords to work within your web
architecture.
The exact placement of these keywords cannot be guaranteed in a limited time period. There are many
critical parameters in SEO Course Delhi that we cannot control. Following are the variables
Entry of new competitors
Alteration in search engine indexing algorithms
Alteration in search trends
On the one hand, SEO has excellent advantages, and it’s a huge incentive to address it. That is, the cost of
membership clicks is free. This means that the correct amount of traffic can be achieved without the
associated direct costs if the first place can be achieved.
Why is SEO Important?
Regardless of the increase in traffic to your page (you can even use deceptive or punitive Google
techniques to achieve your goals), your current or potential customers will be yours. If you don’t stop
browsing the site, let’s say a lot of traffic. It is useless. On the contrary, if they don’t like what you give them,
then they can make bad promotions for you. If you can get positive reviews, why risk negative reviews?
With your SEO, you can grow as a business so go
join Advance SEO Course Delhi.

Check out this growing number of
snowballs:
Create your website. Simply create your page,
and you will be recognized as a strong and serious
company. On your page, they should be able to find
information about you as an entity, as well as about
your product. Also, the longer you stay in the digital
world, the more points you can accumulate in
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search engines like Google.
Create content. But not only the content, but the original content is also attractive, good-performance and
above all useful. If a poorly created blog, video, or graphic doesn’t help, it’s getting in the way of your
customers. Your efforts will be appreciated that you have put in their information. Additionally, this content
can influence your decisions not only on purchases but also on other topics.
For example, suppose you are a company that sells biodegradable panels … your goal clearly is green
people. So you are helping them in their lives by creating content that shows other ways to be
environmentally friendly. It is convenient, and they appreciate it. Why? Because you have added value to
their product. Otherwise, they will readily participate in the competition.
Promotion and promotion. It’s your page, so decide what you want to show and what you want to
broadcast. You can fully use any ad that you want to promote. You can also create a viral impact by adding
social media to your promotion. Here you will also get a battery in this segment. It’s closely related to
creating great content, and it works that way.
Limited offer. No wonder some campaigns are now focused on the digital side. Through careful research,
you can find out if these campaigns will succeed in the online world. You can do anything you can think of
on your network, including discounts, offers, contests, and more. This is because the word is easy to spread
(the viral effect we talked about). It can be more successful than traditional campaigns. The reason is that
many people today use the Internet as a daily tool and also as social networks.
Internet trade. Take full advantage of all automation tools when creating an online store with Paypal or
other business methods, opening custom order options and having options for direct contact via chat or
email if the Internet saves you money in offices, warehouses, employees, etc. . You can definitely spend the
money directed to these needs, others are faster or better reinvest your investment with interest. Also, keep
in mind that people want convenience, and it is your duty as a provider to provide it.
Direct income. Aside from the online payment option, all of the previous paragraph posts translate directly
into revenue. If new traffic converts to new customers, valuable content suggests retaining existing
customers and increasing the number of products purchased. Word of mouth promotions (or digital
t
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comments on digital reviews) is positive. They attract more people. Online trading saves money so that you
can spend your money more efficiently.

Courses Fees & Duration:
Below are 2 types of SEO Course Available with their fees:
For SEO Training Online Rs-5000.
For SEO Training Offline Rs-6500.
SEO Syllabus
On-page: On-page SEO handles the relevance. Try to optimize your web so that search engines can
understand the main thing: web content. OnPage SEO includes URL formatting, user experience, code
optimization, keyword optimization, and time of loading.
Need to Learn in On-Page Syllabus
• Keywords Research & Analysis

• Paragraph & Tag Optimization

• XML Sitemap

• LSI Technique

• No Follow Links

• Html Sitemap

• Initial Site Analysis

• Dofollow Links

• Robots file

• Keywords Density

• Internal Links

• Canonical Tag Optimization

• Keywords Placement

• External Links

• Checking Keywords Ranking

• Keyword Stuffing

• ALT Image Optimization

• 404 Error Removal & Redirects

• Page Mapping of Keywords

• 301 Permanent Redirection

• Footer Optimization

• Title & Meta Tag Optimization

• 302 Temporarily Redirection

• Header Optimization

• Anchor Text

• Content Optimization

• Creating of Favicon

• H1, H2, Heading Tags

• URL Renaming / Re-writing

Off-page SEO: Off-page SEO is part of our SEO business that focuses on the external factors of the web
pages we run. The most important factors for external SEO are the number and quality of links, social
media presence in local media, brand authority, performance in search results, or client clickthrough rate.
The results are in search engines. Sure, you find this all very good and very interesting, but you find out why
your website needs SEO and the benefits you will get if you incorporate it into your online strategy.
Need to Learn in Off-Page Syllabus
• Search Engines Submission

• Image Submission

• Free Classified Submission

• Directory Submission

• PPT Submission

• Google Map Creation

• Social Bookmarking

• PDF Submission

• Address Verification

• Blog Commenting

• Profile Creation

• Question & Answering

• Blog Posting

• Business Profile Creation

• Local Business Listing

• Article Submission

• Logo Submission

• Google Business Reviews

• Ping Submission

• Info Graphic Submission

• Guest Posting

• Video Submission

• Forum Postings
• Web 2.0 Submission

We Provide both online & Offline
SEO courses can join both online and offline; if you work somewhere and want to learn SEO, an online
course is a good option. Also, in this Corna period, online Class is a good option.
Suppose you want to join regular classes for SEO,
then contact us. In an offline Advance SEO course,
you can go with live projects and interact with the
teachers to solve their problems.
Classes are Available in both Hindi and English

Classes are available in both Hindi and English.
Students who are not good at English can join the
Hindi version of the SEO course. It makes them easy
to learn SEO techniques.
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Other things that students can learn in course
1. Table of contents
Content is the cornerstone of SEO. Without content, it’s virtually impossible for a website to rank on a
search engine For content to be effective it must be relevant useful engaging and responsive to your

search engine. For content to be effective, it must be relevant, useful, engaging, and responsive to your
search intent. In addition, high-quality content naturally creates links and encourages users to share links by
increasing social mentions.
When creating content, it’s imperative that you take into account keywords or keywords, that is, terms that
users type or speak in search engines. One example of the main note is “Italian restaurant in Delhi”.
Content creation cannot be done without Keyword research. Once you’ve defined your keywords, it’s
imperative that you place them in strategic locations on the web, such as H1 and H2 headlines, URLs, and
address meta tags.
2. User experience
The user experience is linked to Rankbrain, an artificial intelligence-based machine learning algorithm that
Google uses to sort and improve search results.
Google is making daily progress to understand your search intent better and customize the results
accordingly. Websites that provide the most useful answers and are easy to navigate are those that win
users’ support and, therefore, the profits of Google and make it a better site.
Statistics such as CTR, bounce rate, and page time can help you understand how satisfied your users are
with your website. Similarly, if the user experience is good, visitors may be encouraged to leave comments
that positively rate the content or share it on social networks. This makes the web more relevant to Google.
Learn SEO at Advanced SEO Course.
3. Performance
Website performance is essential to SEO positioning. Optimizing improves the user experience. Download
speed is important in this regard. Do you want to know how long a user waits for the website to load? Only
five seconds. If the website does not load within that time frame, they leave the page looking for another
result.
Indexing
These pages are indexed as the bot crawls the website to gather the required information. We Have
arranged according to the content, authority, and meaning. This way, when you create a search engine
query, it’s much easier to display the results that are most relevant to your question.
Once the page is crawled and indexed, the algorithm is ready to work. Algorithms are computer processes
that determine which pages are displayed before or after search results. After the search is complete, the
algorithm scans the index. That way, you can look at hundreds of locators to see which pages are most
relevant. And this is all done in milliseconds.

FAQ Section


Is SEO a good Career?



SEO as a career can be a perfect option for someone to work for a company or as a freelancer.
There are many advantages of becoming an SEO consultant, the ﬁrst one being that you will have
the freedom. You will be able to work from a place of your choice and at a time which best suits
you. Going to the oﬃce won't be mandatory as a result you won't have to sit in a traﬃc jam. You
will drive the traﬃc to the top of the search engines. Getting your customers to page 1 on Google
is not an easy task, but it is very satisfying.
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